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NAME/LETTERING ONLY

PENNBROIDERY® APPLIQUÉ

COLORPRINT® SUBLIMATED

Lettering Only emblems are

PennBroidery® Appliqué

Dye Sublimated emblems are the

ideal for customers with no logo

Emblems, also known as Hand

perfect match for your highly

or specific image. It can be

Cut or Laser Cut, have a similar

detailed design. Using the

embroidered, silk-screen printed

look and feel to embroidery with

sublimation process, designs are

or sublimated with Script

the ability to have more unique

full color and the ideal photo

or Block text.

shapes and cut outs.

finish image recreation.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED

PENNEDGE®

REFLECTIVE

Custom Embroidered Emblems

PennEdge® Embroidered Emblems

These durable reflective patches

are a timeless, reliable choice

give your brand the edge it needs

are made of Scotchlite™ by 3M,

that withstands all wash

to stand out while seamlessly

providing enhanced visibility to

conditions. They are available in

blending in. Using actual shirt

keep workers safe in dim

any shape with a variety of color

fabric, emblems are matched to

light/darkness, fog/smoke or

and backing options.

produce a low profile appearance.

inclement weather.

HIGH VISIBILITY

PENNWEAVE® WOVEN

FLAME RESISTANT

High Visibility emblems are made

PennWeave® Woven Emblems

FR Emblems have the look and

of fluorescent materials

are ideal for intricate designs,

feel of embroidered emblems but

and threads that reflect more light

gradients, and small lettering.

have the added protection and

then they absorb and are highly

The smooth surface brings your

durability of 100% flame resistant

visible in daytime and low light

artwork to life with precision

fibers, combining safety with

conditions.

stitching similar to embroidery.

identification.

Penn Emblem is a full-service, branded apparel and promotional
product decoration company. With over 50 different decoration
options, 75 years of experience, 13 markets served and 4 global
locations, we are America’s largest supplier and brand decorator
for the rental uniform and promotional product industry.

We look forward to working together.

ssales@pennemblem.com

www.pennemblem.com

800-775-7366

215-632-6166

